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THE SUPERIORITY OF SUPERCASTER REELS IS NO ACCIDENT.   
The meteoric rise of this dynamic series is the result of the ingenuity, 
energy and perseverance of a company whose quest for excellence 
knows no bounds. When we introduced the revolutionary SuperCaster 
lightweight wide spool design, it changed spinning reels forever. In 

When Performance 
Means Everything.



2009, the extraordinary casting reels with the An-
gled Bar Levelwind (ABLe) redefined the limits of 
casting distance and required lure weights.  Now 
for 2010, U.S. Reel melds performance with afford-
abiity.   For example, cast farther and cover more 

water than reels priced 3 or 4 times higher with the 
SuperCaster 700 X casting reel!  Talk about revo-
lutionary.  Whether you prefer spinning or casting 
tackle, there’s a SuperCaster with the right tools to 
help you master your technique. 



D I D  Y O U  K N O W ?

The problem with ALL other casting reels:

All casting reels on the market today have one common problem 

that limits the reel . . . the levelwind guide!  The side-to-side action 

of the levelwind eyelet lays line evenly across the spool during re-

trieve.  BUT, when casting, the levelwind becomes a major obstacle 

to the cast by adding friction from the sides of the levelwind eyelet. 

In addition, the eyelet actually is the cause of many backlashes 

when the line to the eyelet is at a sharp angle.  When this happens, the spool “hesi-

tates” as line catches on other line and then has to accelerate to catch up.  This accel-

eration during the cast can start a pesky backlash if the angler is not paying attention.

The Incredible
SuperCaster 1000

The sharp angle of the line to the 
eyelet creates distance-robbing 
friction and cast control problems  
– including backlashes.

Problem

The SuperCaster has no eyelet, so 
regardless of line position on the 
spool, the line leaves straight and 
virtually friction-free!

Solution



SC 1000 (left) 
and SC 1000 Pro



The Reverse Rotation Spool – The 
SuperCaster spool rotates the 
“wrong” way – but it is actually the 
right way.  Why?  It works better in 
several ways.  First, it is best me-
chanically with the ABLe™ Level-
wind.  An angle is required for the 
see-saw action to work.  When the 
line comes from below, it creates 
this angle. Secondly, spool control 
is easier with the spool turning into 
the thumb rather than moving away from the thumb.  
Thirdly, backlashes, although less likely, come out 
easier.  Best of all, there is no learning curve for 
anglers already familiar with casting levelwinds!

T H E  S U P E R C A S T E R  3 - P O I N T  S O LU T I O N * 

The result? A new casting reel that casts farther than 
other reels, casts and pitches lighter lures . . . and 
does it with fewer backlashes! *numerous U.S.A. and related foreign patents pending.

Highest 
Setting

Lowest 
Setting

Turn the reel handle and the ABLe™ Levelwind follows this A-B-C sequence. Depress the spool 
release button, and the levelwind disengages for near friction-free casting.

A. B. C.

The Adjustable Levelwind – Amazingly, the height of 
the new levelwind system regulates casting control.  
When in the highest position, the ABLe™ Levelwind 
minimizes the need to thumb the reel during a cast 
and yet the reel casts farther than most reels be-
cause the reel is not limited by an eyelet.  When in 
a lower position, look out because the reel will ‘cast 
a country mile’.

The Angled Bar Levelwind (ABLe™) – The heart of 
the system levels the line on the spool by a rotating 
angled bar that creates a see-saw effect to guide 
the line instead of an eyelet.  The rolling motion of 
the bar levels the line, but during the critical cast-
ing phase does not restrict the line like a typical 
levelwind eyelet.



•  ABLe “see-saw” levelwind
•  STRAIGHT LINE CASTING for maximum distance
•  Reverse rotation spool
•   Adjustable levelwind height for maximum 

control
•   Forged aluminum handle
•  Anodized aircraft aluminum internal main gear
•   Aluminum body and sidecovers with 

6-layer SUPERCOAT6™ process
•  7 stainless steel ball bearings
•  Highest-quality INA infinite anti-reverse 

bearing
•  Forged, 2-tone anodized spool
•  Super-hard titanium nitride (TIN) coated 

levelwind
•  Stainless steel spool shaft
•  Dual drag disk system
•  Smokin’ fast 7.1 to 1 gear ratio
•  30" per turn retrieve rate
•  Weighs 8.7 ounces
•  Mono capacities (lb/yd) 10/144, 12/131, 

14/106, 20/74
•  Braid capacities (lb/yd) 10/221, 20/148
•  Three Year Warranty

•  ABLe “see-saw” levelwind
•    STRAIGHT LINE CASTING for maximum distance
•  Reverse rotation spool
•  Adjustable levelwind height for maximum 

control
•  Anodized aircraft aluminum internal 

main gear
•  Aluminum body and sidecovers with 

 6-layer SUPERCOAT6™ process
•  3 Stainless Steel Ball Bearings
•  Highest-quality INA infinite anti-reverse 

bearing
•  Forged, 2-tone anodized Spool
•  Super-hard titanium nitride (TIN) coated 

levelwind
•  Stainless steel spool shaft
•  Dual drag disk system
•  Fast 6.6 to 1 gear ratio
•  28" per turn retrieve rate
•  Weighs 8.5 ounces
•  Mono capacities (lb/yd) 10/144, 12/131, 

14/106, 20/74
•  Braid capacities (lb/yd) 10/221, 20/148
•  Three Year Warranty

The Reverse Rotation of the Super-
Caster spool required a new gearing 
mechanism.  Most 7 to 1 retrieve 
reels have a large casing on the main-
gear side of the reel that often pro-
trudes down beyond the reel foot.  The  

SuperCaster is able to achieve high 
speed retrieve with a much more  
compact assembly that features a  
new main gear with teeth on the  
inside to produce a stronger, smoother 
drive train.

ADVANCED GEAR SYSTEMT H E  S U P E R C A S T E R  3 - P O I N T  S O LU T I O N * 

The forged lightweight aluminum 
spool with stainless steel shaft 
is held by ABEC1 high-quality 
shielded bearings.

S P O O L

The unique, anodized aircraft-
grade AL7075 internal drive 
gear has shaped teeth which are 
much smoother than cut gears.

G E A R

SC 1000SC 1000 PRO

NEW!NEW!

Our 6-layer treatment provides 
a tough, sealed surface that 
protects from the elements and 
looks great.



B E N E F I T S  O F  T H E  S T R A I G H T  L I N E  C A S T I N G 
S Y S T E M  ( S LC )

Ease of Casting – With SLC, making a cast the same distance as 
other reels requires less energy.  After a long day of casting, this 
alone is worth the investment.

Cover more water – Tournament fishermen know that even a small 
advantage can make a big difference in results.  To be able to cover 
an additional 10 to 20 feet is a major advantage . . . particularly 
for crankbaits and spinnerbaits!  Crankbaits also dive deeper with 
a longer cast.

Pitch farther and with lighter lures – Sometimes a slow falling lure 
is the key and often the best way is to use light lures with bouyant 
baits.  Ever tried pitching a 1/4 
or even a 1/5 ounce lure?  With 
the SuperCaster, it can now be an 
option.

“PITCHES AND 
CASTS BETTER 
THAN ANY REEL I’VE 
EVER USED!” 
Jim Eakins, Nixa, MO 
Winnng Tournament Pro on 
the SC 1000 PRO

S T R A I G H T

L I N E 

C A S T I N G 

The key to the problem!

As professional fishermen know, 
the farther you throw, the DEEPER 
you’ll go!

A 1/5 ounce lure!



•  ABLe “see-saw” levelwind
•  STRAIGHT LINE CASTING for maximum distance
•  Standard rotation spool
•  Fixed levelwind height
•  Forged aluminum handle
•  Machine-cut hardened brass gears
•  One-piece aluminum body
• Aluminum left and right covers
•  8 + 1 stainless steel ball bearings
•  Infinite anti-reverse bearing
•  Forged, 2-tone anodized spool
•  Super-hard titanium nitride (TIN) coated 

levelwind
•  Stainless steel spool shaft
•  Magnetic spool control
•  Fast 6.55 to 1 gear ratio
•  28" per turn retrieve rate
•  Weighs 8.5 ounces
•  Mono capacities (lb/yd) 10/130
•  Braid capacities (lb/yd) 10/221
•  Thumbar release
•  One-year warranty
•  Perfect companion for the SX spinning reel
•  Available October 2009

•  ABLe “see-saw” levelwind
•  STRAIGHT LINE CASTING for maximum distance
• Standard rotation spool
•  Fixed levelwind height
•  Machine-cut hardened brass gears
•  One-piece Kendilyte body
•  2 stainless steel ball bearings
• Continuous anti-reverse
•  Forged, 2-tone anodized spool
•  Super-hard titanium nitride (TIN) coated 

levelwind
•  Stainless steel spool shaft
•  Fast 6.55 to 1 gear ratio
•  28" per turn retrieve rate
•  Magnetic spool control
•  Weighs 8.3 ounces
•  Mono capacities (lb/yd) 10/130
•  Braid capacities (lb/yd) 10/221
•  Thumbar release
•  One-year warranty
•  Perfect companion for the X spinning reel
•  Available October 2009

SLC 800 SX SLC 700 X

BEST PERFORMANCE & VALUE – GUARANTEED!*
* SLC 60-day Guarantee – If you don’t agree that the SLC 700 or 800 are the best performance and value for 
your hard-earned dollar, return the reels for a full refund.  Fishing is believing! 

A B L e  L e v e l w i n d

The Angled Bar Levelwind (ABLe) 
is the most advanced way to 
make longer casts.  It simply re-
moves the greatest obstacle to 
distance — the line guide.  The 
line guide creates side-to-side 
friction by changing the direc-
tion of the line during the cast.  
The line comes straight off the 
spool with no side-to-side fric-
tion.  ABLe lets you cover more 
water, so you’ll catch more fish!

The SLC delivers the highest 
standards of casting and fishing 
performance at prices that fit 
the pinched consumers wallet.

NEW!NEW!



I N  T H E  B E G I N N I N G . . .

SINCE THE 1940s, when spinning reels were first invented, there have been literally hundreds of modifications to

the original design.  But until now, no reel has successfully etched its name as the go-to product in the spinning  

category.  The W-I-D-E Spool SuperCaster has changed that with proven performance and reliability.   For nearly ten  

years, the design team at U.S. Reel, led by owner, founder and W-I-D-E spool innovator Fred Kemp, has spent 

the majority of their waking hours designing, refining, and many believe, perfecting a radical new spinning 

reel.  Put one of these wide spool reels through its paces out on the water and any doubts about its superior-

ity will be erased.  The SuperCaster is astonishingly lightweight, amazingly efficient, and it casts like no other 

U.S. Reel
Spinning Reels



reel you’ve ever fished before.  It also packs plenty of muscle on the fight with an SDS™ drag system (where 

applicable) that starts fast and stays steady from hook-up ‘til the fish is in your grasp.  What’s truly impres-

sive about the SuperCaster spinning reels is that they offer fishermen exceptional performance across the 

board.  Whether it’s a cool mountain trout stream, the expanse of a big water bass lake, or the shallows of a  

tropical flat, the odds are weighted heavily in your favor with a SuperCaster in hand.   No other reel offers the 

unique combination of lightweight design, casting ease, and extraordinary fish fighting control.   Other manufac-

turers may claim it but only the SuperCaster delivers this exceptional level of performance cast after cast.



The more times line 
wraps around the spool  
arbor, the more twist is  
created – it is simply unde-
niable physics. Line wraps 
around the SuperCaster’s 
W-I-D-E spool fewer revolu-
tions than on a long nose 
reel. Thus, twist is reduced 
dramatically.

LESS LINE TWIST

By dramatically reducing 
line twist, the SuperCaster 
also significantly reduces 
line memory.  Lower mem-
ory ensures fewer line con-
trol problems and greater 
casting efficiency.

LOWER MEMORY

The SuperCaster was designed to make feathering, 
flipping and pitching easy, regardless of spool posi-
tion.  Anglers with smaller hands can reach the spool 
lip at all times – solving a longtime problem with long-
nose reels.

EASY FEATHERING
SuperCasters handle a broad range of line tests.  
One SuperCaster model can fulfill the require-
ments of up to 4 sizes of a competitor’s reel.

MOST VERSATILE

Unique Benefits of the Light Weight  
W-I-D-E SPOOL REEL

The W-I-D-E SuperCaster spool 
design puts line on the spool 
in bigger loops.  On the cast, 
those large loops explode off 
the reel for casts up to 30% 
farther than long nose reels.

CASTING DISTANCE



The SuperCaster has a larger di-
ameter spool relative to the drag 
disks. This leverage means the  
SuperCaster starts with less loading 
and faster than ALL other reels. 
That means the drag can be set 
higher than ALL other reels.  In 
addition, the exclusive SDS™ 
Steady Drag System compen-
sates for drag temperature 
increases and reduced line as 
line is paid out so that drag  
tension remains the same 
throughout the fight.

STEADIEST DRAG

The SuperCaster utilizes proprietary 
materials in a high pressure stack sys-
tem that can generate more drag than 
all but the biggest spinning reels. 

SEALED DRAG

Every aspect of the SuperCaster  
was designed to be as light as pos-
sible without compromising strength. 
Through this design and the use of  
hi-performance materials such as car-
bon fiber, the SuperCaster is the world’s 
only lightweight reel with a W-I-D-E spool.

LIGHT WEIGHT

The SuperCaster handles 
braid better because the short 
“stroke” of the reel and large spool di-
ameter produces far fewer pesky wind knots.  This, 
coupled with a fast line crosswrap (good for high drag  
tensions), long cast capability and light weight make  
SuperCaster the ultimate reel for braid.

GREAT FOR BRAID

Long Nose Start-up Spike

SuperCaster Start-up Spike



THIS REEL PROVED THT W-I-D-E Is the new 

standard for spinning performance.  The 

SuperCaster SX series re-defined spinning 

reel design function and performance.  

The exclusive wide spool greatly en-

hances casting while reducing twist 

and allowing a wide range of line 

tests.  Key carbon fiber compo-

nents, ABEC1 stainless steel 

ball bearings and the sealed, 

quick-starting SDS™ drag 

sets a new standard.  From 

meadow stream browns to 

backcountry reds, the SX 

series lets you fish with 

total confidence.

SuperCasterSX

•  Available in 180, 230 and 240 sizes

•  Lightweight, with forged-aluminum spool

•  Super-strong composite body (except 
240, which is aluminum)

•  Features SDS Steady Drag System

•  4 ABEC1 stainless-steel ball bearings, 
plus one one-way roller bearing

The SuperCaster is the  
original and only light  
weight, wide spool reel  
to receive ‘Editor’s Pick’ 
honors from both . . .

and . . .

FIELD &STREAM
BASS
MaSTER



•  Available in 180, 230 and 240 sizes

•  Lightweight, with forged-aluminum spool

•  Super-strong composite body (except 240, 
which is aluminum)

•  Features SDS Steady Drag System

• 4 stainless-steel ball bearings

ONCE YOU FISH W-I-D-E YOU’LL NEVER GO BACK!   Fish all day 

without fatigue with a lightweight SuperCaster XL.  The ex-

clusive W-I-D-E spool design maximizes casting distance 

while minimizing twist, and the InfiStop III™ anti-re-

verse delivers rock solid hooksets.  Set your drag 

higher and with total confidence with the pat-

ent-pending SDS™ drag that starts quickly 

and stays steady throughout the fight.

SuperCasterXL

Field & 
Stream 
magazine 
noted in 
a feature 

article that the wide 
spool SuperCaster XL 
let you cast farther with 
lighter lures – up to 
53% farther!



SuperCasterX
THE ALL NEW X SERIES REELS pack all the award-win-
ning performance punch the SuperCaster line is known 
for – but at a super value!

A new classic?  Anglers have been asking for it . . . now it 

is here!  Attractively priced, the SuperCaster lightweight, 

W-I-D-E Spool concept is now more affordable than ever! 

Longer casts, less line twist, lower line memory, easy 

feathering, unequalled versatility and a great drag can 

now be yours for a great price.  And, the X series – like all 

SuperCasters – is great for braid.  Don’t be surprised if 

you buy another after fishing your first.

•  Available in 180, 230 and 240 sizes

•  Lightweight, with forged-aluminum spool

•  Super-strong composite body (except 
240, which is aluminum)

•  2 stainless-steel ball bearings, plus one 
one-way roller bearing.



Combos

•  Lightweight, strong and sensitive IM-6 
graphite blanks

•  Aluminum oxide guides with heavy-duty, 
friction-free inserts

•  Graphite reel seats

•  Split-grip handles with top-quality cork

•  Pre-matched with appropriate reels,  
with extra-large stripper guide

What happens when you combine a high-perfor-

mance reel like the SuperCaster XL with a perfectly 

matched rod?  Find out with a new SuperCaster 

Combo.  Specifically designed for W-I-D-E spool Su-

perCaster reels, these IM-6 graphite rods feature 

extra-large stripper guides and quality components, 

for excellent feel and performance.  Look for these 

outstanding values at a dealer near you.



S P I N N I N G  R E E L
S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

180 SX Hi-Performance Composite Hi-Performance Composite Forged Aluminum Graphite 1.8" 4 ABEC-1 SS + 1 7.2 oz. 6.8 oz. Stainless Steel 26" Yes             10/213, 20/144              4/331, 6/253, 8/171 
230 SX Hi-Performance Composite Carbon Fiber Forged Aluminum Graphite 2.3" 4 ABEC-1 SS + 1 8.9 oz. 8.5 oz. Stainless Steel 29" Yes             20/240, 30/153      6/432, 10/221, 12/205, 14/149 
240 SX Aluminum Carbon Fiber Forged Aluminum Aluminum 2.4" 4 ABEC-1 SS + 1 9.9 oz. 9.9 oz. Stainless Steel 31" Yes             20/277, 30/188 6/540, 10/277,12/254, 14/191

180 XL Hi-Performance Composite Hi-Performance Composite Forged Aluminum Graphite 1.8" 4 SS + 1 6.7 oz. 6.3 oz. Standard 26" Yes             10/213, 20/144                 4/331, 6/253, 8/171 
230 XL Hi-Performance Composite Hi-Performance Composite Forged Aluminum Graphite 2.3" 4 SS + 1 9.5 oz. 9.1 oz. Standard 29" Yes             20/240, 30/153    6/432, 10/221, 12/205, 14/149 
240 XL Aluminum Hi-Performance Composite Forged Aluminum Aluminum 2.4" 4  SS + 1 10.4 oz. 10.4 oz. Standard 31" Yes             20/277, 30/188    6/540, 10/277,12/254, 14/191

180 X Hi-Performance Composite Hi-Performance Composite Forged Aluminum - 1.8" 2 SS + 1 6.9 oz. - Chrome Steel 26" No             10/213, 20/144                 4/331, 6/253, 8/171 
230 X Hi-Performance Composite Hi-Performance Composite Forged Aluminum - 2.3" 2 SS + 1 9.5 oz. - Chrome Steel 29" No             20/240, 30/153               6/432, 10/221, 12/205, 14/149 
240 X Aluminum Hi-Performance Composite Forged Aluminum - 2.4" 2 SS + 1 10.4 oz. - Chrome Steel 31" No             20/277, 30/188                6/540, 10/277,12/254, 14/191

           * Yardages are without supplied arbor. Use of arbor significantly reduces line capacity.
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180 SX Hi-Performance Composite Hi-Performance Composite Forged Aluminum Graphite 1.8" 4 ABEC-1 SS + 1 7.2 oz. 6.8 oz. Stainless Steel 26" Yes             10/213, 20/144              4/331, 6/253, 8/171 
230 SX Hi-Performance Composite Carbon Fiber Forged Aluminum Graphite 2.3" 4 ABEC-1 SS + 1 8.9 oz. 8.5 oz. Stainless Steel 29" Yes             20/240, 30/153      6/432, 10/221, 12/205, 14/149 
240 SX Aluminum Carbon Fiber Forged Aluminum Aluminum 2.4" 4 ABEC-1 SS + 1 9.9 oz. 9.9 oz. Stainless Steel 31" Yes             20/277, 30/188 6/540, 10/277,12/254, 14/191

180 XL Hi-Performance Composite Hi-Performance Composite Forged Aluminum Graphite 1.8" 4 SS + 1 6.7 oz. 6.3 oz. Standard 26" Yes             10/213, 20/144                 4/331, 6/253, 8/171 
230 XL Hi-Performance Composite Hi-Performance Composite Forged Aluminum Graphite 2.3" 4 SS + 1 9.5 oz. 9.1 oz. Standard 29" Yes             20/240, 30/153    6/432, 10/221, 12/205, 14/149 
240 XL Aluminum Hi-Performance Composite Forged Aluminum Aluminum 2.4" 4  SS + 1 10.4 oz. 10.4 oz. Standard 31" Yes             20/277, 30/188    6/540, 10/277,12/254, 14/191

180 X Hi-Performance Composite Hi-Performance Composite Forged Aluminum - 1.8" 2 SS + 1 6.9 oz. - Chrome Steel 26" No             10/213, 20/144                 4/331, 6/253, 8/171 
230 X Hi-Performance Composite Hi-Performance Composite Forged Aluminum - 2.3" 2 SS + 1 9.5 oz. - Chrome Steel 29" No             20/240, 30/153               6/432, 10/221, 12/205, 14/149 
240 X Aluminum Hi-Performance Composite Forged Aluminum - 2.4" 2 SS + 1 10.4 oz. - Chrome Steel 31" No             20/277, 30/188                6/540, 10/277,12/254, 14/191

           * Yardages are without supplied arbor. Use of arbor significantly reduces line capacity.
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U.S. Reel, 824 Hanley Industrial Ct., St. Louis, MO 63144

W W W . U S R E E L . C O M


